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Communication protocols are used in telecommunication systems. These protocols are defined as rules, which
enable the entities of communicating systems to transfer information usually as packages. Additionally, each
standard communication protocol has a uniquely-defined structure and consequently, a special pattern of network packets. It is worth mentioning that communication protocols are implemented in different ways, in the
system software layer or the hardware layer (i.e., silicon chipsets). This paper presents the implementation of
a special communication protocol called "Packet Analysis", which is used in the Hardware project "Minimax
machine". This implementation is a software that can be written using a special simulator, "Minimax simulator", which is the target execution environment. That simulator was successfully developed for micro-programming and hardware simulations. In this regard, this study develops an algorithm that represents a step
toward simulating communication protocols using micro-programming. The flow chart designed here gives an
overview of how the "Packet Analysis" algorithm works (designed protocol), which in turn describes all steps
in detail. As a result, the entire system of this research paper was implemented and tested with various input
values. Additionally, the implemented proposed solution (implemented protocol) was evaluated by two metrics
(quantitative measures) using test-benches so that its statistics will be trustworthy for research. Other results
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of this study showed that there is a lot of scope for optimization in the solution presented in this research paper. This leads in turn to optimization of the proposed implementation and to consideration of implementing
alternatives.
KEYWORDS: Communication, protocol, communication protocols implementation, simulation, micro-programming.

1. Introduction
The implementation stage of protocols gets less attention in "Protocol Engineering" research than other phases of the protocol development process [14].
Based on that, this section introduces a survey of the
most closely related work, which was published in
the domain of communication protocols implementation. This overview of existing related work intends
to highlight the need for developing a novel methodology to cover the gap recognized in this field (research
problem).
Chaaban introduced a computer hardware project
that designs a special simulator for micro-programming and hardware simulation [2]. Furthermore, he
presented two formal measures and metrics to evaluate the implemented programs. Based on that work,
this paper presents a model implementation of a special communication protocol called "Packet Analysis". The implementation will be conducted on the
micro-programming level utilizing the programming
environment (simulation tool) designed by Chaaban.
This means that in this research paper, the design and
implementation of special hardware architectures
will be developed. In this regard, the implemented
solution/system performance/designed algorithm has
to be measured, aiming to ensure a robust solution.
Therefore, different given test benches, which are
test-files as input for the simulator, will be carried
out. To achieve this purpose, this paper introduces
a practically applicable methodology that integrates
various concepts from different research areas, as described later in this research paper.

1.1. Related Work
Protocol Engineering is an important discipline. It
covers the design, validation, and implementation of
communication protocols [14]. Accordingly, different communication protocols are defined for various
systems and components. These protocols are usually
rules or steps in to achieve the goal of communicat-

ing between system entities. Here, communication
devices (entities) should perform those rules (steps)
automatically so that a connection can be made and
data can be exchanged between them. Additionally,
communication protocols are usually implemented
differently on both a hardware and/or software level.
When considering sensor communication protocols, some protocols define both levels, hardware and
software, i.e., SDI-12. Other protocols specify only
the hardware level, i.e., RS-485. Finally, some sensor
communication protocols define only the software
level, i.e., Modbus RTU [19]. Here it is worth mentioning that communication protocols are implemented,
in practice, for the most part in software [14]. In this
context, a protocol development has main stages, in
which the development phases start from design to
integration or installation. These phases are equivalent to those of software development [24].
In database systems, MySQL provides connections
between clients and the server using several networking protocols. MySQL communication protocols are
needed to create a connection aiming at the information exchange of clients and the server. The main protocols used by clients to connect with MySQL server are TCP/IP, Unix socket file, Named pipe, Shared
memory [13]. These protocols are usually implemented by various libraries and program drivers [20]. In
this regard, all client programs included in various
MySQL distributions (MySQL, mysqladmin, etc) can
establish connections to the server using the native C
client library [20].
In the industrial field, there are many popular communication protocols and networks. The most famous and widely used industrial communication protocols are standards, such as Profi-Bus, Profi-Bus DP,
Profi-Net-IO, Mod-Bus, Mod-Bus/RTU, Mod-Bus/
TCP, Can-Bus, CAN-OPEN, Field- Bus, Ethernet,
EtherNet/IP [21]. Details of some of these communication protocols and networks are:
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_ Modbus RTU and Modbus published by Modicon

company in 1979 [17]. Modbus RTU is an open
serial protocol which is widely used in today's
industrial equipment of monitoring and control.
This protocol uses the serial interface RS-232
or RS-485 for communications [5]. On the other
side, Modbus is a communication protocol used
for transmitting information between electronic
devices via the Ethernet or over serial lines [18].

_ Profibus DP used by Siemens. Profibus DP is the

second type of PROFIBUS that is for Decentralized
Periphery. It is a much simpler and faster protocol
used in most of PROFIBUS application profiles
today [22]. The hardware structure of the ProfibusDP and its application in DP slave development are
presented in [12].

In this context, an interesting research field, called the
Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), was identified.
Here, [11] presented a comparative study of communication protocols for industrial internet of things environment (IIoT). Accordingly, polling-based and eventbased protocols were investigated so that an open and
interoperable IIoT environment can be realized. The
author compared various Internet of Things (IoT) protocols and consequently chose the message queuing
telemetry transport (MQTT) as the event-based, publish–subscribe protocol. Additionally, the study found
that the MODBUS protocol has an optimized message
structure in the application layer that concentrates on
industrial applications. As a result, an event-oriented
IoT protocol will not replace the MODBUS TCP, but
completes it. Based on that, the study introduced two
different scenarios to build the IIoT environment.
Firstly, building the environment using the MODBUS
TCP alone so that the MODBUS TCP can be considered as an IoT protocol. Secondly, using MQTT simultaneously with the MODBUS TCP [11].
Other work related to the Protocol Engineering [14]
proposed in order to deal with authentication protocols were presented in literature [15, 10]. These protocols are communication or cryptographic protocols,
which take into account the transferring of authentication data between communicating entities. An improved delegation-based authentication protocol for
Portable Communication Systems (PCSs) was presented in [15]. The authors demonstrated that LeeYeh’s protocol has an instinctive design flaw. Based
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on that, they proposed a modification to overcome
the protocol weaknesses and provided the anonymity
service.
On the other side, the work in [10] consentrated on multi-server authentication. It presented an
improved biometric multi-server authentication
scheme, which is designed for Chang et al.'s protocol.
Here, the authors investigated a few multi-server authentication schemes in the literature, although security with loopholes. They reviewed the protocol thoroughly, and consequently proposed their improved
model. It is resistant to all known and identified attacks. Furthermore, they presented the formal and
informal security analysis, performance, and evaluation analysis.
Although there are various works made towards implementing communication protocols, such as [1, 16,
9, 8, 25, 3, 6, 23], a study of developing a novel methodology to develop an algorithm, which simulates
communication protocols using micro-programming,
does not exist yet (at least it is extremely rare published as a study).
To the best of my knowledge, this paper represents
the first study towards introducing an applicable
methodology by integrating several concepts from
different research areas to define a model implementation of communication protocols using micro-programming.

2. Concept and Goals of "Packet
Analysis"
The main contribution of this paper is the integration
of concepts from different research areas into a practically applicable methodology. Here, Figure 1 summarizes the methodologies integrated within "Packet
Analysis".
The main goal of the "Packet Analysis" is to implement a special communication protocol. It integrates
many concepts from different research areas such as
computer architecture, communication protocols,
micro-programming, and hardware simulations. Additionally, it uses a special simulator called "Minimax
simulator", which was developed for a micro-programming project called "Minimax machine". Consequently, "Packet Analysis" produces software that
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integration of concepts from different
research areas into a practically applicable
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Figure 1
Figure 1
The methodologies integrated within "Packet Analysis"
The methodologies integrated within "Packet
Analysis"

The main goal of the "Packet Analysis" is to
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Tocommunication
emphasize this concept,
it is worth
mentioning
protocols,
microsome examples of the practical utilization of the proposed protocol. Data transmission/transport systems
could utilize packet analysis protocol, especially in
embedded systems, where limited resources and time
are considered. Here, the exact size of packet fields
can be re-adjusted (re-configured) to allow for an optimal implementation to be utilized in practice. That
means, the "packet analysis" protocol allows different data lengths in communication protocols used in
embedded systems. One of the practical application
of this protocol could be wireless sensor networks,
more precisely, communication protocols used in
embedded sensor networks. Moreover, the protocol proposed in this research paper concentrates on
software implementations of communication protocols used in hardware architectures. In this context,
"packet analysis" demonstrates an example scenario
of common communication protocols designed especially for simplified/ abstracted hardware architectures. Therefore, this concept developed an algorithm, which could be utilized in practice, to simulate
communication protocols using micro-programming.
The next section will summarize the concepts, mentioned above, from different research areas that form
"Packet Analysis".
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2.1. Computer Architecture
Defining Computer Architecture: Computer designers
encounter a complex task in specifying the most significant attributes need for designing a new computer
so that a trade-off exists between high performance
and efficient energy on one hand and reasonable cost,
power, and availability on the other [7]. In this context,
instruction set design, logic design, functional organization, and implementation are important issues.
Additionally, developing a better design depends on
various technologies, such as operating systems, compilers, logic design, and packaging [7]. Hennessy and
Patterson in [7] believe that the term computer architecture referred not only to instruction set design
but also to other aspects of computer design such as
implementation. They wrote: "Several years ago, the
term computer architecture often referred only to instruction set design. Other aspects of computer design
were called implementation, often insinuating that
implementation is uninteresting or less challenging.
We believe this view is incorrect. The architect’s or
designer’s job is much more than instruction set design, and the technical hurdles in the other aspects of
the project are likely more challenging than those encountered in instruction set design."

2.2. Communication Protocols
Defining Communication protocols: Communication protocols used in telecommunication systems
are norms or rules. The role of these rules is to allow
units of the designed system to communicate and exchanging information (structured messages called
packages) over a network. In this regard, communication protocols may be implemented in software
or hardware chipsets or both. Internet Protocol (IP)
and Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is the most
widely used protocols on the Internet and Intranet
networks so that data between two computers (machines) can be transmitted, and consequently communication between them is realized. In this context, Request For Comments (RFCs) of the Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF) is supported by the
Internet Society (ISOC) to describe (define) the most
widely used communication protocols of the Internet.
Moreover, network protocols consist of many layers
called protocol stack. Here, a reference model (OSI),
which is a software architecture, plays the role to
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specify each layer with its provided services. This OSI
model has the classic seven layers (protocol stack).

2.3. Micro-Programming and Hardware
Simulations
Recently, micro-programming of machines have become more common, because it is used in several
fields, e.g., as Computer Engineering. Additionally, micro-programming is employed throughout the design
process. It is an important technique to understand
how a compiler construction and computer works.
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To solve the tasks, a Minimax simulator (as a Java
program) is available, with which the project participants can also test their architectural extensions, micro- and assembler programming at home.
2.4.1. Minimax Architecture
As part of the lecture "Fundamentals of Computer
Engineering", basic knowledge of computer architecture is taught using the example of the Minimax machine (see Figure 2).
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Figure 9
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Here, the designed algorithm must have all possible
cases, and the implementation of the algorithm should
take into account all these cases. Figure 5 shows the
format the special communication protocol designed
in this paper, which is called "Packet Analysis".

5.2. The Proposed Algorithm
Packet field processing begins by searching for pattern 1110, which is at the beginning of each packet
header. From the point where the pattern 1110 was
found, 32 bits are jumped further forward, and the 16bit channel number that begins there is copied into a
separate register. After another 32-bit jump, the quasi-read header is on the first data bit of this packet.
Now the data bits are counted under consistent pattern search. If the pattern is found, the channel number and the data bit number of the just read packet are
determined and can be stored. For this purpose, the
first memory address after the packet field is jumped
to. Next, the channel number is counted down from
there in 64-bit steps (increments) to arrive at a channel-identifying memory location, at which the channel number is entered.
Second, the counted number of data bits is added to
the content of the following data word (where is the
data length of the channel). Consequently, the processing of the packet is completed. Thus, the Pseudo
read head jumps back to the place of the last found
occurrence of the pattern +32 bits. Here begins the
channel number of the next packet.
There are some notes about the processing mentioned
above. Firstly, when counting the data, the field length
must be kept in mind so that it is "not counted into the
memory or storage table". Consistent decrementing of
the length ensures that the end of the packet field is not
exceeded except for storage. Once it has been reached,
the processing of the packet field is complete. Secondly, in addition to the field length, the current position
in the field during processing is saved. For this, the
address of the current data word, as well as the index
of the current bit are stored in the word. Thirdly, by
storing the bit position, the 'data word change' is still
guaranteed. If all bits of a data word have been read and
used, the next data word must be loaded. This case can
occur when counting the data and copying the channel
number. Finally, the maximum space required is 2ˆ16
* 64 bits, a value smaller than the available memory of
2ˆ24 bits, which is initially empty (i.e., 0).
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5.3. A Detailed Description of the Algorithm
5.3.1. Initializing Step
Firstly, the address located in the ACCU, which indicates the beginning of the field, is loaded into the
IR. The length of the field is stored in the register
FLENGTH. This size is initially used to determine
the memory address for the result table, and then it
is consistently reduced to be able to determine with
their help when the field end is reached. This is followed by writing the address of the data word after
the field end in the register ACCU. After the execution
of analysis (x), the address, at which the result table
starts, will be in the ACCU.
In the BITPOS register, a 0 value is written, in the
MEMPOS register, the address from the IR. In the
following, the position in the field is stored with these
two registers.
For the first packet, the algorithm starts directly when
storing the channel number, a data word (32 bits) is
continued. We assume that the field is not empty and
properly formatted.
5.3.2. Copying the Channel Number Step
The channel number is stored in the register
KANNUM. It is copied bit by bit by shifting the data
word 16 times to the right. If the channel number extends over two data words, this is taken into account
and treated accordingly (see remark 1). At each step,
the remaining part of the data word is connected via
AND with 2ˆ0, so that only the least significant bit is
original, the rest is 0. The result is checked for equality with 0. If there is a match, the register KANNUM is
shifted to the right and the process starts again after
increment of COUNTER and BITPOS. If the result
is not equal to 0 (that is, 1), the value is shifted first
and then KANNUM is connected to the constant 2ˆ31
via OR. This corresponds to a left-side insertion of a
one value in the register KANNUM, whereas the already stored bits of the channel number remains untouched.
At the end of this loop, which is terminated by simply
counting the passes, and after a subsequent 16 times
shift, the channel number will be in the 32-bit register
KANNUM.
Now, it is moved to the beginning of the data part in
order to proceed with the counting of the data bits and
the search for the pattern.
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5.3.3. Working on the Data (Counting and
Searching) Step
The counting here is very simple. Since we work bit
by bit, the register COUNTER is incremented per
loop. In this phase, by comparing the contents of
FLENGTH with 0, it is checked whether the machine
has reached the end of the field. The search is carried
out with the aid of two registers (MDR and TEMP)
and a constant 14 (binary: 1110), which are used to
process the data word. First, the data word (in MDR)
is copied to register TEMP. There the word is reduced
to its four least significant bits (0ˆ28@MDR3..0) and
then compared with the pattern. A negative comparison results in the right-hand shift of the word in the
register MDR, as well as the adaptation of COUNTER, FLENGTH and BITPOS. After that, the word is
copied, cut and compared again. If BITPOS reaches
the value 31, a new word must be retrieved from the
memory. A positive comparison means that the beginning of the next packet has been found, and thus the
channel number and the data length of the previous
one must be stored. The next step is to jump in the
memory to the address stored in the register ACCU
(beginning of the table) and to start the search for adequate storage space for the information.
5.3.4. Saving Step
The quasi-read header is above the first bit of the first
word of the memory table. After that, the channel number as a counter for 64 bit jumps in Memory is used. If
the counter (the content of TEMP) is zero, the channel
number is written at this point, and the data bit number in the following data word is added to the existing
content of the word. Thus, after processing the field,
e.g., the information for channel ten at the tenth place
(in 64-bit increments) in the memory table.
5.3.5. The "Back-to-Field-Jumping" Step
Now, BITPOS is going from the memory table directly to the starting bit of the next channel number. The
register MEMPOS contains the address of the data
word, in which the last occurrence of pattern 1110
was found. This is incremented by 1 before reading
the contents of this address into the MDR. At this
time, BITPOS will be copied to TEMP. This register
is used this time to shift the data word by the appropriate number of bits. After that, TEMP will be decremented per step and check for equality with 0. If this
equality is given, the rest of the current memory word
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is in the MDR, and the least significant bit is the first
bit of the next Channel number (step 2).
Remarks:
1 End of a data word reached: In the case that

BITPOS - 31 = 0, an address is preceded (MAR + 1,
MEMPOS + 1) and BITPOS is reset to 0. After that,
the algorithm continues in the appropriate place.

2 Unclean searching: When searching for the pat-

tern, it can be canceled when the 28 bits of a data
word is reached because then the inserted zeros
are also searched with. This will be not done because there is no danger of mistakenly finding the
pattern and eliminating the problem of looking at
the beginning of counting, which BITPOS has for
content (29 or 30 or 31). Therefore, it is 3 superfluous pattern comparisons per data word.

5.4. The Personalized Registers
FLENGTH: stores one-time the passed field length X
and is counted down to determine when the field was
'expired'.
BITPOS: counts the bits in a data word and, together
with MEMPOS, saves the current position in the field.
MEMPOS: specifies the address of the current data
word.
KANNUM: stores the channel number of the current
packet.
TEMP: reduces the contents of MDR to the four least
significant bits.
COUNTER: adds up the data bits (pay attention that
the channel number is 16 bits long and that it is shifted 16 digits in the 32-bit register).

5.5. Constants

_ 0 to reset a register.
_ 1 for incrementing and decrementing.

_ 14 corresponds to the binary number 1110.
_ 16 used in case of loop break when copying the

channel number (see COUNTER).

_ 31 BITPOS limit for channel number memory

(when data word ends).

_ Decimate 32 FLENGTH by scrolling one word at

the same BITPOS.

_ 2ˆ31 in binary notation (32 bit) 10..0 and is used to

set an inserted bit.
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5.6. The Machine Instructions
The machine instructions used are the instructions of
the basic machine.
ADD
SUB.B

ALUResult ¬ A+B
ALUResult ¬ -A+B

TRANS.A ALUResult ¬ A
TRANS.B ALUResult ¬ B
Additionally used ALU- operations:
OR

A OR B

AND

A AND B

Figure 10
The used (implemented) architecture
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DIV.A ALUResult ¬ B DIV A
SR.B

ALUResult ¬ 0@B 31..0

Figure 10 shows the used architecture. It is an extension of the Minimax machine so that an implementation of this developed architecture presents
solutions to how the special communication protocol (Packet Analysis) introduced in this paper can be
implemented.

5.7. Algorithm Flowchart
The flowchart of the presented algorithm is shown
in Figure 11. It serves to give an overview of how the
"Packet Analysis" algorithm works.
Here, the diagram will show a detailed description for
each step of this algorithm (Initializing step, copying
the channel number step, working on the data step,
saving step, and "back-to-field-jumping" step).
Figure 11
The flow chart of the presented algorithm

5.7

Algorithm Flowchart

The flowchart of the presented algorithm is shown
in Figure 11. It serves to give an overview of how
the "Packet Analysis" algorithm works. Here, the
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Custom

Penalty
(1..20)

DIV

Table 5
Penalty of additional ALU operations

XOR

"1" free)

The penalty of all added (alu_add) and used (alu_use)
ALU commands (additional ALU operations) in the
program can be taken from Table 5.

AND, OR,
NOT

(0 or 1)

_ const: number of added constants (one "0" and one

6.4. Additional ALU Operations

S.L, S.R

_ reg: number of supplemented Minimax registers
_ se: number of supplemented sign extension units

In this formula, n_algorithm is the number of lines of
the algorithm (solution).

INC/DEC

6.1. Evaluation of the Solution

n_evaluated = n_algorithm + 5*reg + 10*se +
3*alu_use + 5*const

SUB1

This entire program must be implemented and tested
for error-freeness (accuracy) with suitable input values.
Here, an assessment of the implemented solution is
needed. In this paper, two metrics defined by Chaaban
[2] are used. Firstly, the execution time in clock cycles
on the Minimax machine. These times have to be
determined using given test-benches. Secondly, the
(weighted) runtime and program length of the solution.
These values must be calculated using a given suitable
formula. In this context, two formulas were defined for
these metrics to calculate t_evaluated (runtime) and
n_evaluated (program length).

solution should be calculated using the next formula [2]:

Additional
ALU operations

6. Benchmark Results
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1

4

5

6

8

10

Up to 20

_ alu_add: Penalty sum for all added ALU commands
_ alu_use: Penalty sum the used ALU commands in

the program.

6.2. Runtime in Minimax-Clocks
The weighted runtime of the solution in Minimax-clocks should be calculated using the next formula [2]:
t_evaluated= (t_bench * (1 + 0.1*reg + 0.15*se +
0.015*alu_add + 0.05*const))
In this formula, t_bench is the execution speed, which
is the number of the Minimax-clocks that is needed to
complete the running of the solution (program).
In this paper, runtimes for the packet field size 1120
bytes are to be determined in three cases:
1- All packets have a length of (80) bits (i.e., packets
without data).
2- Average data length of (80) bits.
3- Average data length of (144) bits.

6.3. Program Length (Length of the
Algorithm)
The program length (length of the algorithm) of the

7. Results and Discussion
In this section, some captures of simulation results
(inputs and outputs) are presented and discussed. It
aims to explain how packets are analyzed and processed by "packet analysis".
As mentioned early in this paper, the measurement of
the implemented system performance aims to ensure
solution robustness. Therefore, simulation outputs
are collected and reported based on the formula mentioned above to detect if the implemented system robust, weakly robust, or maybe even not robust.
Table 6 shows the execution speeds (runtimes)
t_bench (simulation outputs) of the implemented algorithm (the micro-program) for the three cases mentioned above. Here, the packet field size was chosen
1120 bytes (simulation inputs) as it represents a suitable size to the memory size of the Minimax machine
used in this paper.
After measuring t_bench, the reg, se, alu_add, const
have to be determined to calculate the t_evaluated
according to the formula mentioned above. Table 7
shows these values.
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Table 6
Runtimes (t_bench) measured for three cases
t_bench
(runtime in
Minimax-clocks)

Benchmark

All packets have a length of (80) bits
(i.e., packets without data)

4775

Average data length of (80) bits

5760

Average data length of (144) bits

6730

Table 7
Calculating the elements of t_evaluated
Element

Number

Penalty

6
(FLENGTH,
BITPOS, MEMPOS,
KANNUM, TEMP,
COUNTER)

0.1*6

Se: number of
supplemented
sign extension
units (0 or 1)

1

0.15*1

Const: number
of added
constants (one
"0" and one "1"
free).

5
(14, 16, 31, 32, 2ˆ31)

Reg: number of
supplemented
Minimax
registers.

alu_add:
Penalty
sum for all
added ALU
commands

4
(OR, AND, DIV.A,
SR.B)

0.05*5

After counting n_algorithm, which is the number
of lines of the algorithm (solution), the reg, se,
alu_use, const have to be determined to calculate the
n_evaluated according to the formula mentioned
above. Table 9 shows these values.
Table 9
Calculating the elements of n_evaluated
Element

Number

Penalty

Reg

6

5*6

Se

1

10*1

Const

5

5*5

OR: 5 times
AND: 7 times
DIV.A: 2 times
SR.B: 3 times

3*(5*6+7*6+2*10+3*5)

75

75

alu_use: Penalty
sum the used
ALU commands
in the program.
n_algorithm:
is the number
of lines of the
algorithm
(solution).

Based on Table 9, the n_evaluated can be calculated for the three cases as mentioned above. Table 10
shows the results of n_evaluated (same value for the
three cases).
Table 10
Calculating n_evaluated in three cases

0.015*(6+6+10+5)

Based on both Tables 6 and 7, the t_evaluated can be
calculated for the three cases, as mentioned above.
Table 8 shows the results of t_evaluated.
Table 8
Calculating t_evaluated in three cases
Benchmark
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t_ evaluated

Case 1: no data (0 bits)

11483

Case 2: data (80 bits)

13852

Case 2: data (144 bits)

16185

Benchmark

n_ evaluated

Case 1: no data (0 bits)

461

Case 2: data (80 bits)

461

Case 2: data (144 bits)

461

A comparison with other model implementations
of this special communication protocol is useful. By
making this comparison, it could be noticed that there
is a lot of scope for optimization in the solution presented in this paper.
It is clear that the machine operations, which are
executed in a continuous loop (e.g., increment and
decrement counters), have to be minimized. Similarly, the loop itself has to be avoided by using more so-
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phisticated algorithms. Furthermore, constants can
be saved by calculating the required numerical values
from a few integrated constants at runtime. This was
not to done here to avoid further registries.
A comprehensive revision of the presented solution is
to be recommended, because unfortunately, it could
not be started directly with the optimal implementation, as in most cases. Thus, this paper presents a fully functional but not optimal solution, which implements a special communication protocol.
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Based on that, an algorithm and its flow chart were introduced. It explains all working phases of the "Packet
Analysis" algorithm in detail. This algorithm simulates the communication protocol using micro-programming.

8. Conclusion

Consequently, the development and the evaluation of
the entire system of this research paper were made
using different metrics of system performance. In this
regard, two formal quantitative measures and metrics were used to evaluate the implemented protocol/
solution. These metrics were the execution speed
and program length. Here, different given test files
(test-benches) were used as input for the simulator.

Communication protocols can be implemented in different manners. That may be in the system software layer or the hardware layer. In "Protocol Engineering" research, it can be noticed that the implementation phase
of communication protocols is not considered as much
as other phases of the protocol development process.

Finally, after the conclusion of this paper was drawn,
a peek at future trends for follow-up research papers
can be given.

In this paper, the implementation of a special communication protocol called "Packet Analysis" was introduced.
The focus was the study of designing a novel methodology for defining a model implementation of communication protocols using micro-programming. This methodology is an applicable approach, in which various
concepts from different research areas were integrated.

Additionally, the analysis of the results led to the conclusion that an optimization of the presented solution
can be achieved.

In this paper, the idea of designing and implementing
of special hardware architectures was introduced. It
measured and reported the implemented solution/
system performance based on standards. Therefore,
the next step is to continue with the optimization process of the presented solution/algorithm so that its
results will be more trustworthy for research.
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